Message from SecSE Workshop Co-chairs

We the chairs of the Third International Workshop on Secure Software Engineering, in order to enable you to form more perfect software, establish correctness, insure software tranquility, provide for the common digital defense, promote the general welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty from vulnerabilities, are pleased to welcome you to the third incarnation of our workshop, in lovely Fukuoka, Japan.

Although we hold the truths of secure software engineering to be self-evident, it is obvious that this does not necessarily hold a high priority with all software developers, some of whom still see security only as an added cost. This year’s workshop builds on the previous successful workshops in Vienna (SecSE 2007) and Barcelona (SecSE 2008), and ventures to present a broad spectrum of quality workshop papers, ranging from teaching software security, via checklists, to full secure software development lifecycle approaches. Due to a 33% increase in number of submitted papers, not all relevant papers could be accepted, but this gives us all the more reason to congratulate this year’s authors on their achievement.
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